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Abstract—Building Automation Systems (BASs) are seeing
increased usage in modern society due to the plethora of benefits
they provide such as automation for climate control, HVAC
systems, entry systems, and lighting controls. Many BASs in use
are outdated and suffer from numerous vulnerabilities that stem
from the design of the underlying BAS protocol. In this paper,
we provide a comprehensive, up-to-date survey on BASs and
attacks against seven BAS protocols including BACnet, EnOcean,
KNX, LonWorks, Modbus, ZigBee, and Z-Wave. A case study
is provided which describes a real-world BAS and showcases its
vulnerabilities. We seek to raise awareness of BAS security to
those in academia and industry.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Building Automation System (BAS) is a type of cyber
physical system whose purpose is to automate numerous pro-
cesses such as maintaining HVAC controls, granting physical
access through electronic locks, and lighting control within a
building. BASs can be found controlling nuclear power plants
[1], maintaining the climate in medical facilities, [2], ensuring
the operation of an energy grid [3], enabling a city resource
management system [4] and use in smart homes [5].

A BAS is often based on the OSI model given their history.
Wired BAS protocols such as BACnet, KNX, LonWorks
and Modbus were created in 1995, 1999, 1988 and 1979
respectively. Wireless BAS protocols such as EnOcean, ZigBee,
and Z-Wave were created in 2012, 2003, 1999 respectively.
Recall that TCP/IP became popular after the release of its
soruce code into the public domain by UC Berkley in 1989.
Many of the BAS protocols now provide TCP/IP support given
the convenience of the Internet. BACnet is the predominant
communication standard in smart building automation with
an estimated market share of 60%.

There have been numerous attacks against BASs. For
instance, in 2016, attackers targeted the central heating and
hot water systems of a Finnish facilities services company [6].
In 2021, hundreds of building automation control devices of
a German engineering company were fully locked, forcing
manual operation of the BAS [7], [8]. Most recently in June
2022, a BAS was targeted by hackers using an advanced
persistent threat against the BAS engineering computers which
allowed access to the main network. [9].

Although there are efforts to perform surveys on BASs and
their security including attacks against them [10]–[12], in this
paper, we provide a comprehensive, up-to-date survey with
an emphasis on the latest technologies while acknowledging
findings in previous works. We cover a total of seven popular
BAS protocols: Building Automation and Control Networks

(BACnet), EnOcean, KNX, LonWorks, ModBus, ZigBee, and
Z-Wave and primarily focus on their network architectures. We
provide a thorough review of many types of attacks against
BASs including: brute-force attacks, covert channel attacks,
cryptographic attacks, device reprogramming, denial-of-service
attacks, eavesdropping attacks, false data injection, fuzzing
attacks, man-in-the-middle attacks, node compromise, physical
attacks, reconnaissance attacks, replay attacks, spoofing attacks,
and side channel attacks. We also provide a case study that
showcases vulnerabilities within a real-world BAS.

II. BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

In this section we introduce a total of seven popular wired
and wireless BASs with a focus on their network architectures.

A. Wired BAS

Fig. 1 illustrates an example wired BAS network. The BAC-
net, KNX and LonWorks network architectures are based on
the OSI model while Modbus is only defined for the application
layer of the OSI model. There can be many physical mediums
within a BAS and are not required to use Ethernet. BACnet,
KNX, and LonWorks have their own routing protocols and
routers for their local networks while special BAS/IP routers
can be used to interconnect multiple BASs together using the
Internet. Modbus is different as it uses gateways for Internet
access rather than routers.

1) BACnet: A BACnet BAS is logically separated into three
main portions; internetworks, networks and segments [13]. A
BACnet segment consists of physical electrical media to which
BACnet devices are connected to. A BACnet network has
one or more BACnet segments that are connected via bridges.
Multiple BACnet networks can be connected through BACnet
routers to form a BACnet internetwork.

2) KNX: A KNX BAS is logically separated into three
portions: 1) Domain, 2) Area, 3) Line. A Domain is made
up of 15 connected areas. An Area is made up of a series of
connected lines. A Line is a culmination of many KNX devices
(up to 256). Individual lines can have the same or different
communication mediums but they must be connected by a line
coupler(s). The same premise can be applied for connecting
multiple areas to create a domain.

3) LonWorks: A LonWorks BAS consists of a peer-to-peer
network that is logically separated into two major sections:
1) Domains and 2) Subnets. The Domains logically separate
LonWorks networks and subnets. Subnets can be used to
separate devices in a domain. The topologies available to the
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Fig. 1. Example Wired BAS Network Fig. 2. Example ZigBee Network Fig. 3. Example Z-Wave Network Fig. 4. Example EnOcean Network

LonWorks network are dependent on the physical mediums that
are used. LonWorks provides support for twisted pair, ethernet,
power line, fiber optic, and radio frequency. The network stack
and thus, the network topology of a LonWorks network changes
slightly depending on the physical medium used.

4) Modbus: Modbus is an application-layer-level protocol.
The network model is defined based on the underlying data link
communication protocol (i.e. RS-485) and the communication
scheme is known as Modbus on X where X is that communi-
cation protocol, e.g., Modbus on RS-485 serial communication.
Modbus TCP/IP is the Ethernet-oriented variant of the protocol
that uses the Internet for communication between servers and
clients such as sensors and actuators.

B. Wireless BAS

ZigBee, Z-Wave, and EnOcean are based on the OSI model
and designed for low-power wireless communications. There
has been limited effort to integrate ZigBee and EnOcean with
the Internet while gateways can be used in Z-Wave networks
for communications over IP networks.

1) ZigBee: ZigBee is designed for wireless personal area
networks (WPANs) and can only communicate in the ISM
and 2.4 GHz frequency ranges [14]. [14]. It provides support
for three network topologies; namely, star, tree (shown in Fig.
2) and mesh. Regardless of the topology chosen, there are
three entities that are present inside a ZigBee network at all
times: coordinator, router, and end device. Fig. 2 shows an
example ZigBee BAS network with a simple tree topology.
The ZigBee coordinator is the root of the tree and the router
can forward messages to/from devices that the coordinator
is not directly connected to. The end devices cannot talk to
another device on the network except for its parent node.

2) Z-Wave: Z-Wave is a wireless communication protocol
that operates on a master-slave model in a mesh network
topology. There are two classes of devices: the controllers issue
commands to the slave devices. The slave devices perform oper-
ations or report information as requested by the controller. The
logical separation of a Z-Wave network is provided by a 32-bit
HomeID and nodes (controllers and slave-devices) are identified
using the tuple of the HomeID and a unique 8-bit NodeID.

Fig. 3 shows a sample Z-Wave BAS network. The slave
devices report back to their controllers, which process and
handle the data. The Z-Wave Gateway is one of these controllers
and it may report to a user’s client (i.e. phone) or forward the
information to another gateway. Slave devices may have the

capability to act as routers in the mesh network where their
routing behaviors are set by the controllers.

3) EnOcean: EnOcean is a wireless protocol based on the
Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area Network (LR-WPAN) that
supports mesh, star or point-to-point topologies in which all
communications can only utilize the ISM bands [15]. EnOcean
devices have to register with each other to communicate. Due
to the nature of LR-WPAN and its limited range, EnOcean
does not contain mechanisms for network segmentation. The
only requirement for a device to communicate on an EnOcean
network is an EnOcean radio transmitter. Fig. 4 shows a sample
EnOcean BAS network in which all the devices get the same
messages. However, the devices only accept messages if the
sender’s address has been verified.

III. ATTACKS AGAINST BAS
In this section, we first discuss attack surfaces present in

BASs and then review existing attacks against BASs.

A. Attack Surfaces
A BAS has various components such as hardware–physical

components that make up the device, firmware–low level pro-
gram that control’s a device’s hardware components, software–
applications used to perform high-level operations to carry out
the function of a BAS, network–protocols which allow devices
to transfer information and commands within the network to
facilitate the functions of the BAS, and the data generated
and stored within a BAS. Attacks may break confidentiality,
integrity, availability, authentication, non-repudiation and other
security requirements of these components.

B. Attacks
Table I provides an overview of the attacks against BASs

and provides guidance for future research on BAS security. For
example, we find there is little work on the secure extensions
and software security of a BAS.

1) Brute-Force Attack: In brute-force attacks, an attacker
tries to gain access to a system by guessing credentials or
encryption keys. For example, this can include the usage of the
leaked default master key for the ZigBee Light Link Profile
[74] which violates the confidentiality requirement. This attack
was also performed on ZigBee networks in [17]–[19].

2) Covert Channel Attack: Covert channels misuse existing
systems and procedures to establish unauthorized communi-
cation channels. For example, if a protocol defines a field to
be left as empty, then a covert channel can be established by
placing messages into that field that another entity can parse
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TABLE I
ATTACKS AGAINST BAS IN THE BIBLIOGRAPHY

Attack BACnet EnOcean KNX LonWorks ModBus ZigBee Z-Wave

Brute Force Attack [16] [17]–[19]

Covert Channel [20] [21]

Cryptographic
Attacks

[22], [23]

Device
Reprogramming

[24] [25] [26] [27], [28] [29], [30]

DoS [24], [31]–[34] [31] [25], [31],
[35]–[37]

[18], [38] [26] [12], [23], [31],
[39]–[44]

[28], [29], [45],
[46]

Eavesdropping [33] [47]–[49] [16], [25], [35],
[50], [51]

[17], [18], [38] [26] [11], [22], [23], [27],
[28], [39]–[43], [52]–[54]

[29], [55]–[59]

False Data Injection [51] [49] [36], [50], [51] [18] [26], [60], [61] [54] [56], [62]

Fuzzing Attacks [37] [63] [64], [65]

MITM [66] [35], [51], [67] [68] [26], [69] [12], [54], [70] [55]

Node Compromise [31] [71], [72] [39], [41]–[43], [73]

Physical Attack [31], [34], [66] [31] [25], [31], [35] [19] [23], [28], [31], [42],
[43], [52], [53], [74], [75]

[29], [30], [76]

Reconnaissance [24], [34], [67],
[77]–[79]

[67] [26], [80] [27], [52], [54], [81] [55]

Replay Attack [49] [51], [67] [68] [26], [60], [61] [23], [28], [39], [52],
[82]

[29], [58], [83]

Spoofing [34] [12] [36] [18], [68] [26], [80] [39], [70] [12], [29], [55],
[57], [58]

Side Channel [48], [84] [85] [86]

out and interpret which breaks the confidentiality requirement
if sensitive information is extracted. This method of using
reserved bits to share data was found to be present in both
BACnet networks [20] and Modbus/TCP networks [21]

3) Cryptographic Attack: Some cryptographic functions
used in BASs are inherently insecure. An example is the XOR
operation for encryption as this was shown to be vulnerable in
the encryption scheme of ZigBee in [22]. Attackers have also ex-
ploited the reutilization of nonce values in ZigBee’s encryption
algorithm to extract the original plaintext [23] violating the con-
fidentiality requirement which may lead to later attacks which
break the authentication and non-repudiation requirements.

4) Device Reprogramming: If an attacker gains access to a
device and has control over the device’s firmware or software,
they can make the device perform actions that they were not
originally programmed to do; violating the integrity require-
ment. Some researchers reprogrammed a device entirely in
a KNX network [16], and Morgner et al in [27], developed
a framework called Z3sec that had the capability to factory
reset any device or block a device permanently in a ZigBee
network violating the integrity, availability, authentication and
non-repudiation requirements.

5) Denial-of-Service Attack: Denial-of-service (DoS) and
distributed DoS (DDoS) attacks are also utilized against BASs
which affect their availability. (i) Resource Consumption: Re-
source consumption is one of the most popular methods used
in a DoS attack. Physical devices have limited resources; when
all of those resources are allocated, then the device won’t be
able to handle any more requests. Works such as [74], [75]
have shown that the battery on devices is a vulnerable target
as attackers are able to drain it and stop the device from
functioning entirely. (ii) Jamming. A jamming attack is one

where an attacker sends out frequencies that cause the legitimate
frequencies to either drop or cause enough interference to not
be processed correctly as was done in ZigBee networks [42],
[44], [87]. This is particularly dangerous for wireless-only BAS
protocols as they rely solely on radio signals to deliver their
data. The plausibility of this attack is high as the attack can
be carried out with a Software-Defined Radio (SDR).

6) Eavesdropping: All BAS protocols surveyed suffer from
this type of attack as shown in multiple works [11], [16], [18],
[22], [23], [25]–[29], [33], [35], [38]–[43], [47]–[59], [88]
as BAS protocol communications are typically unencrypted
violating the confidentiality requirement.

7) False Data Injection: In a false data injection (FDI)
attack, an attacker injects false data into the network violating
the integrity and authentication requirements. The requirement
is that an attacker has to gain access to the BAS network. This
can be done through physical access such as connecting a
device onto the bus via a TP-wire for a hybrid BACnet-KNX
system [51]. Other methods we reviewed which carry out a
FDI use the following methods: using an old key that is still
accepted by a BACnet network [24], finding and using the
correct function codes in a Modbus/IP network [26] or directly
connecting into the switch [60], hacking the wireless access
point for a KNX/IP network [36], [50], using an EnOcean
developer kit [49], using specialized USB sticks for ZigBee
[54] and Modbus [61], sniffing out the network key for
LonWorks [18], using a specialized C1110 chip or a Software-
Defined Radio (SDR) [56], [62] for Z-Wave networks.

8) Fuzzing: Fuzzing is a technique that is used to find
security flaws in software and hardware in hopes of breaching
the integrity of the device while potentially breaching confi-
dentiality and availability. The basic principle of fuzzing is to
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generate inputs rapidly and automatically, send them to a target
and observe the response. This can either be done randomly or
by adhering to the standards used by the target. An example
of the latter is a smart fuzzer that would input a valid message
code and then try to input invalid data to see if the target device
crashes or interprets it wrong. Existing fuzzing works target
KNX/IP [37], ZigBee [63], and Z-Wave [64], [65] networks.

9) Man-in-the-Middle: In a Man-in-the-Middle (MITM)
attack, the attacker is able to place themselves between two
communicating parties and can perform a suite of actions
including interception, interruption, modification, or fabrication
all of which affect the aforementioned security requirements.
Some methods used to gain this access include ARP poisoning
or CAM table attacks for protocols that use the IP-based com-
munications such as KNX/IP, BACnet/IP and Modbus TCP [32].
Other methods include gaining physical access to the TP wires
of a KNX-BACnet system and placing two Raspberry Pis into
it [51]. (i) Interception. The attacker may choose to simply per-
form the equivalent of an Eavesdropping attack. In [29], Kim et
al. used this capability to register a rogue device after they had
sniffed out the network key from a Z-Wave network while Cash
et al. in [51] simply forwards the messages in their attack on a
KNX-BACnet system. (ii) Interruption. Because the messages
have to go through the attacker’s machine, the attacker can drop
the packet to ensure that the message doesn’t reach the intended
destination. In a BAS, this could be dropping a message from
a management app such as the IKEA Home Smart app used in
a ZigBee network [70]. (iii) Modification. As the attacker has
full control of the messages, the attacker can modify a portion
of the message or create a new message entirely to cause some
desired behavior. In a BAS, this could be modifying normal
data between a router and controller on a Z-Wave network
[29], modifying normal sensor traffic in a simulated LonWorks
environment [68], modifying command/response messages in
a Modbus network [26], [69] or a BACnet network [66]. (iv)
Fabrication. Because the attacker has a communication channel
with both parties, they can send a message to one entity as
the other. In [29], Kim et al. are able to send messages as the
controller in a Z-Wave network to start a pairing process for
a remote device while others were able to impersonate any
device on a LonWorks network [68] or a ZigBee network [12].

10) Node Compromise: A node compromise refers to a
single device on the network that, when compromised, can leak
sensitive information about the network such as various keys
that may be used for securing communications. This violates
the confidentiality, integrity, and potentially the authentication
of the BAS. Judmayer et al. in [71] show that a single device
can expose an entire KNX network through normal communi-
cations, while Morenas et al. in [72] attacked a particular web-
based program Node-Red that would also lead to the exposure
of an entire KNX network. The notion of stealing credentials
from a device that had to leave a ZigBee network, which
contained a network key is echoed in [39], [41]–[43], [73].

11) Physical Attack: During a physical attack, the physical
components of the BAS are targeted. How they perform
this attack can vary depending on the goal of the attacker.

For example, an attacker could seek to manipulate, tamper,
damage or destroy a physical component to carry out a DoS
attack violating the availability requirement on the service that
particular component provides [31], [34], [52], [66].

Other goals of a physical attack can include network intrusion
as demonstrated by Cash et al. in [51] in which an attacker
split a TP wire and connected their Raspberry Pi to it; granting
access to the KNX network. They performed a FDI attack that
could reach the BACnet network that the KNX network was
attached to. Other works have also accessed a KNX network
through exposed TP wires in buildings [25], [35]. It is important
to also realize that the physical hardware a device contains can
also be a target. For instance, authors have extracted a Z-Wave
device’s firmware and from it, extracted information such as
various keys that were in use for normal communications as
well as modifying the firmware [29], [30], [56], [76], [83]. This
was also done to ZigBee devices in [23], [43], [53]. Some other
methods against ZigBee include performing physical jamming
attacks through a SDR [42] and draining a device’s battery [75].
Other physical attacks that have been done on protocols include
standing next to a smart card reader and using a SDR to attack
the card reader on a LonWorks network [19] as well as simply
reading the sticker on an EnOcean device that contains the
device’s key used when adding it to an EnOcean network [28].

12) Reconnaissance Attack: In a reconnaissance attack,
the attacker is trying to actively gather information about a
network or device that they’re targeting. During this process,
they may discover sensitive information which would violate
the confidentiality requirement. Some key information that an
attacker may want includes: the number of other devices on a
network, getting the other devices’ serial numbers or figuring
out which application version a device is running.

These attacks have been done before in [67], [77], [78]
in which BACnet’s Who-Is requests are sent to find BACnet
devices. BACnet device enumeration was done in [79] where
Cash et al. made a tool to enumerate a device’s object and
property lists automatically. Attacks on KNX networks follow
a similar idea in which they use the inherent discovery requests
for KNX/IP servers [25], [67], [77]. Modbus researchers
performed scans for the different controllers on the network
[26], [80]. ZigBee researchers actively search for different
networks and devices through the beacon request and scan
services of ZigBee [27], [52], [54], [81]. Badenhop et al. in
[55] describe using the Get NL primitive of Z-Wave to get
the neighbor list of devices to gather a network topology [55].

13) Replay Attack: In a replay attack, a valid previous
message can be resent onto the network and will be accepted
by the network or the entity that the original message was
intended for - violating the integrity requirement. This was
shown by Fuller et al. in [58] in which they were able to
attach a rogue controller to a Z-Wave network and replayed
messages to reset a device into pairing mode. This was also
shown in [83] in which Merdis was able to use an SDR,
logic analyzer and multimeter to replay packets in a Z-Wave
network. Other methods exist and have been acknowledged
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for EnOcean [49], KNX [51], [67], LonWorks [68], Modbus
[26], [60], [61], and ZigBee [29], [58], [83].

14) Spoofing: In a spoofing attack (sometimes called an
impersonation attack), an attacker impersonates a device on
the network and sends out/responds to messages as the original
device; violating the authentication requirement. Because of
the lack of authentication in these BAS protocols, spoofing is
a major issue that has been acknowledged and exploited in
BACnet [34], EnOcean [12], KNX [36], LonWorks [18], [68],
Modbus [26], [80], ZigBee [39], [70], and Z-Wave [12], [29],
[55], [57], [58] networks.

15) Side Channel Attacks: Side channel attacks are those
that utilize the normal implementation of systems to gain access
to restricted information which violates the confidentiality
requirement. For example, Jonas et al. in [84] find there is
a side channel attack in EnOcean networks because there
is unintentional data leakage from the signals that are sent
from the open and close signals. The different signals had
different lengths. Therefore, an attacker doesn’t need to know
the specifics of the message being sent. They only need to
look at the lengths and understand that one is shorter than the
other to understand which message was sent. Tsalis et al. also
described the reality of side channel attacks in the ModBus
protocol with regards to the time between packet intervals [85].
Liou et al. in [86] had discussed the reality of side channels
within the ZigBee protocol based on the packet interval, number
of packets sent and total packet size.

IV. CASE STUDY

This section presents a case study on a real-world BAS.

A. Example Real-world BAS

Fig. 5 provides a simplified overview of a real-world BAS
which consists of two buildings; Building A (top) and Building
B (bottom). The backbone network used between and within the
buildings is a BACnet/IP network connected via Ethernet cables.
This BACnet/IP network is segmented using VLANs that are
implemented with managed switches and firewalls to provide
additional security and isolation between the buildings and
control systems. Desigo CC [89] is the Building Management
System (BMS) used in this BAS.

Building A contains a backbone BACnet/IP network con-
nected to a BACnet MS/TP sub-network through a controller
in which the various MS/TP devices are interconnected with
RS-485 cables. This MS/TP sub-network includes another
controller which provides access to an additional KNX sub-
network whose devices are interconnected with KNX Red-
Black connectors. Building B only contains the backbone
BACnet/IP network and a BACnet MS/TP sub-network using
the same appropriate wires.

B. Vulnerabilities

We briefly discuss three major vulnerability types in the real-
world BAS in Fig. 5 which uses insecure BAS protocols and
may be subject to other attacks reviewed in Section III.

Fig. 5. Simplified Real-world BAS Network

1) Physical Vulnerabilities: Devices such as temperature
sensors and presence detectors in public areas may be tampered
with. In [51], we plug Raspberry Pis between a temperature
sensor and a BAS controller, and deploy MITM attacks to
inject false sensor data, affect readings within DesigoCC, and
cause energy loss.

2) Software Vulnerabilities: There are a number of common
software vulnerabilities in BAS devices. Lack of security
awareness and skill may have caused the issues. For example,
we have reported software vulnerabilities to ETS and Calimero.
Although the bugs are fixed, no CVE was generated to notify
the public of the danger.

3) Protocol Vulnerabilities: The attacks discussed in Section
III regarding the base BACnet and KNX protocols are all
feasible within this BAS as the security extensions to these
protocols are not used. For example, in KNX, access levels
are used to authorize access to services such as datapoints
and memory locations within a device and are protected via
8-character keys. If KNX traffic is not encrypted, these keys
are subject to eavesdropping. If this happens, an attacker can
reset these keys and lock the devices, making them unusable.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we performed a comprehensive survey of BAS
protocol network architectures and attacks against BASs and
confirm they are vulnerable. These BAS protocols are widely
utilized in modern buildings such as those in businesses,
university campuses, apartments and houses, therefore they are
susceptible to wide range of attacks. If a BAS is connected
to the Internet or components of the BAS are physically
accessible, severe consequences may follow. We seek to raise
the awareness of the security issues of BASs to both academia
and industry members.
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